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QUICK QUOTES 
August 4, 2023         
 
ADAM SVENSSON  ( -10) 
 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  Yeah, it was a great day, just two bad holes. Other than that, it was 
great. Hit it well and made a couple nice long putts. Yeah, just another solid day. 
 
Q.  Adam, what do you like about this course? 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  You've got to be pretty accurate off the tee. And I don't know really, I 
don't know. I'm hitting the ball well, so I think if you do that, any course kind of fits your eye. 
 
Q.  And it's going to be soft this weekend. Talk about the plan of attack for Saturday, 
Sunday. 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  Yeah, just kind of see how I'm feeling and stuff like that. If I'm not 
feeling great, I'll, you know, move more towards the middle of the green, stuff like that. It's 
just how I feel that day and just go from there. 
 
Q.  You're an above average putter on Tour, but I think through two rounds you're 
gaining something like six shots on the field on the greens. Anything in particular 
working well for you this week there? 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  I don't know. Just maybe seeing it better this week. Sean kind of -- my 
putting coach, Sean Graham, gave me a couple nice tips and seems to be working. 
 
Q.  A lot of guys entered this week with not a lot of certainty, they don't have a win, 
like you've won on Tour; they're not in the top-70. When you come to an event like 
this, are you saying, hey, a good finish gets me in that top-30 for East Lake? How do 
you approach a tournament like this normally where so many people are worried 
about where they're going to be at where you have some security? 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  Yeah, didn't really think of that coming into the week, just more of -- I 
haven't been playing that great the last couple of months, so just trying to get back on track 
and just putt four good rounds together. 
 
Q.  What's clicked for you this week? 
 
ADAM SVENSSON:  Just hitting it better. I think just the confidence in me hitting it solid this 
week kind of, you know, goes into other aspects of the game. That's pretty much it.  
 
 


